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Starts with AI- 

AIBLINS ABIILNS ablins (perhaps) [adv] 

AIDLESS ADEILSS helpless (defenseless) [adj] 

AIGLETS AEGILST AIGLET, aglet (metal sheath at end of lace) [n] 

AIGRETS AEGIRST AIGRET, aigrette (tuft of feathers worn as head ornament) [n] 

AIKIDOS ADIIKOS AIKIDO, Japanese art of self-defense [n] 

AILERON AEILNOR movable control surface on airplane wing [n -S] 

AILMENT AEILMNT physical or mental disorder [n -S] 

AIMLESS AEILMSS lacking direction or purpose [adj]  

AINSELL AEILLNS own self [n -S] 

AIRBAGS AABGIRS AIRBAG, inflatable safety device in automobile [n] 

AIRBALL AABILLR to miss basket in basketball [v  -ED, -ING, -S]  

AIRBASE AABEIRS military base for aircraft [n -S] 

AIRBOAT AABIORT boat used in swampy areas [n -S] 

AIRCREW ACEIRRW crew of aircraft [n -S] 

AIRDATE AADEIRT scheduled date of broadcast [n -S] 

AIRDROP ADIOPRR to drop from aircraft [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

AIRFARE AAEFIRR payment for travel by airplane [n -S] 

AIRFLOW AFILORW flow of air [n -S] 

AIRFOIL AFIILOR part of aircraft designed to provide lift or control [n -S] 

AIRGLOW AGILORW glow in upper atmosphere [n -S] 

AIRHEAD AADEHIR stupid person [n -S]  

AIRHOLE AEHILOR hole to let air in or out [n -S] 

AIRIEST AEIIRST AIRY, having nature of air [adj] 

AIRINGS AGIINRS AIRING, exposure to air [n] 

AIRLESS AEILRSS having no air [adj] 

AIRLIFT AFIILRT to transport by airplane [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AIRLIKE AEIIKLR resembling air [adj] 

AIRLINE AEIILNR air transportation system [n -S] 

AIRLOCK ACIKLOR blockage in pipe caused by air bubble [n -S] 

AIRMAIL AAIILMR to send mail by airplane [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AIRPARK AAIKPRR small airport [n -S] 

AIRPLAY AAILPRY playing of record on radio program [n -S] 

AIRPORT AIOPRRT tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft [n -S] 

AIRPOST AIOPRST system of conveying mail by airplane [n -S] 

AIRSHED ADEHIRS air supply of given region [n -S] 

AIRSHIP AHIIPRS lighter-than-air aircraft having propulsion and steering systems [n -S] 

AIRSHOT AHIORST aircheck (recording made from radio broadcast) [n -S] 

AIRSHOW AHIORSW exhibition of aircraft stunts [n -S] 

AIRSICK ACIIKRS nauseated from flying in airplane [adj] 

AIRSIDE ADEIIRS side of airport terminal facing aircraft [n -S] 

AIRSOME AEIMORS cold (having little or no warmth) [adj] 

AIRTHED ADEHIRT AIRTH, to airt (to guide (to show way to)) [v] 

AIRTIME AEIIMRT time when broadcast begins [n -S] 

AIRTING AGIINRT AIRT, to guide (to show way to) [v] 

AIRTRAM AAIMRRT aerial cable car [n -S] 
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AIRVACS AACIRSV AIRVAC, evacuation by air ambulance [n] 

AIRWARD AADIRRW toward sky [adv] 

AIRWAVE AAEIRVW medium of radio and television transmission [n -S] 

AIRWAYS AAIRSWY AIRWAY, passageway in which air circulates [n] 

AIRWISE AEIIRSW skillful in aviation [adj] 

AITCHES ACEHIST AITCH, letter H [n] 

 

Contains -AI- 

ABIGAIL AABGIIL lady's maid [n -S] 

ABSTAIN AABINST to refrain voluntarily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACCLAIM AACCILM to shout approval of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AFFAIRE AAEFFIR brief amorous relationship [n -S] 

AFFAIRS AAFFIRS AFFAIR, anything done or to be done [n] 

AGAINST AAGINST in opposition to [prep] 

AGNAILS AAGILNS AGNAIL, piece of loose skin at base of fingernail [n] 

AIRMAIL AAIILMR to send mail by airplane [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ALCAICS AACCILS ALCAIC, type of verse form [n] 

ALCAIDE AACDEIL commander of Spanish fortress [n -S] 

ANTIAIR AAIINRT directed against attacking aircraft [adj] 

ARCHAIC AACCHIR pertaining to earlier time [adj] 

ARRAIGN AAGINRR to call before court of law to answer indictment [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ASSAILS AAILSSS ASSAIL, to attack (to set upon violently) [v] 

ATTAINS AAINSTT ATTAIN, to gain or achieve by mental or physical effort [v] 

ATTAINT AAINTTT to disgrace (to bring shame or discredit upon) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AVAILED AADEILV AVAIL, to be of use or advantage to [v] 

AWAITED AADEITW AWAIT, to wait for [v] 

AWAITER AAEIRTW one that awaits (to wait for) [n -S] 

BAIDARS AABDIRS BAIDAR, bidarka (Inuit canoe) [n] 

BAILEES ABEEILS BAILEE, person to whom property is bailed [n] 

BAILERS ABEILRS BAILER, bailor (person who bails property to another) [n] 

BAILEYS ABEILSY BAILEY, outer castle wall [n] 

BAILIES ABEIILS BAILIE, Scottish magistrate [n] 

BAILIFF ABFFIIL court officer [n -S] 

BAILING ABGIILN BAIL, to transfer property temporarily [v] 

BAILORS ABILORS BAILOR, person who bails property to another [n] 

BAILOUT ABILOTU act of parachuting from aircraft [n -S] 

BAIRNLY ABILNRY childish (resembling child (young person)) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

BAITERS ABEIRST BAITER, one that baits (to lure (to attract with something desirable)) [n] 

BAITING ABGIINT BAIT, to lure (to attract with something desirable) [v] 

BANDAID AABDDIN providing superficial relief [adj] 

BANZAIS AABINSZ BANZAI, Japanese battle cry [n] 

BARGAIN AABGINR to discuss terms for selling or buying [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BARMAID AABDIMR female bartender [n -S] 

BEDRAIL ABDEILR board at bedside [n -S] 

BEPAINT ABEINPT to tinge (to apply trace of color to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BETAINE ABEEINT alkaloid (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 
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BEWAILS ABEILSW BEWAIL, to lament (to express sorrow or regret for) [v] 

BOBTAIL ABBILOT to cut short [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BRAIDED ABDDEIR BRAID, to weave together [v] 

BRAIDER ABDEIRR one that braids (to weave together) [n -S] 

BRAILED ABDEILR BRAIL, to haul in sail [v] 

BRAILLE ABEILLR to write in braille (raised writing for blind) [v -D, -LLING, -S] 

BRAINED ABDEINR BRAIN, to hit on head [v] 

BRAISED ABDEIRS BRAISE, to cook in fat [v] 

BRAISES ABEIRSS BRAISE, to cook in fat [v] 

BRAIZES ABEIRSZ BRAIZE, marine fish [n] 

CAIMANS AACIMNS CAIMAN, tropical reptile [n] 

CAIQUES ACEIQSU CAIQUE, long, narrow rowboat [n] 

CAIRNED ACDEINR CAIRN, mound of stones set up as memorial [adj] 

CAISSON ACINOSS watertight chamber [n -S] 

CAITIFF ACFFIIT despicable person [n -S] 

CALPAIN AACILNP enzyme for digesting proteins [n -S] 

CAMAILS AACILMS CAMAIL, piece of armor for neck [n] 

CAPTAIN AACINPT to lead or command [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CATTAIL AACILTT marsh plant [n -S] 

CERTAIN ACEINRT absolutely confident [adj -ER, -EST] 

CHAINED ACDEHIN CHAIN, to bind with chain (series of connected rings) [v] 

CHAINER ACEHINR chainman (surveyor's assistant who uses measuring chain) [n -S] 

CHAINES ACEHINS CHAINE, series of ballet turns [n] 

CHAIRED ACDEHIR CHAIR, to install in office [v] 

CHAISES ACEHISS CHAISE, light carriage [n] 

CLAIMED ACDEILM CLAIM, to demand as one's due [v] 

CLAIMER ACEILMR one that claims (to demand as one's due) [n -S] 

COCAINE ACCEINO narcotic alkaloid [n -S] 

COCAINS ACCINOS COCAIN, cocaine (narcotic alkaloid) [n] 

COCHAIR ACCHIOR to serve jointly as chairman of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONTAIN ACINNOT to hold within [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COPAIBA AABCIOP resin [n -S] 

CORSAIR ACIORRS pirate [n -S] 

CURTAIL ACILRTU to cut short [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CURTAIN ACINRTU to provide with hanging piece of fabric [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DADAISM AADDIMS dada movement [n -S] 

DADAIST AADDIST follower of dadaism [n -S] 

DAIKERS ADEIKRS DAIKER, to dacker (to waver (to move back and forth)) [v] 

DAIKONS ADIKNOS DAIKON, Japanese radish [n] 

DAILIES ADEIILS DAILY, newspaper published every weekday [n] 

DAIMIOS ADIIMOS DAIMIO, former Japanese nobleman [n] 

DAIMONS ADIMNOS DAIMON, attendant spirit [n] 

DAIMYOS ADIMOSY DAIMYO, daimio (former Japanese nobleman) [n] 

DAIRIES ADEIIRS DAIRY, establishment dealing in milk products [n] 

DAISIED ADDEIIS DAISY, flowering plant [adj] 

DAISIES ADEIISS DAISY, flowering plant [n] 
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DAYSAIL AADILSY to sail yacht for day [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEAIRED ADDEEIR DEAIR, to remove air from [v] 

DECLAIM ACDEILM to speak formally [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEHAIRS ADEHIRS DEHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

DELAINE ADEEILN wool fabric [n -S] 

DELTAIC ACDEILT DELTA, alluvial deposit at mouth of river [adj] 

DEPAINT ADEINPT to depict (to portray (to represent pictorially)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DERAIGN ADEGINR to dispute claim [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DERAILS ADEILRS DERAIL, to run off rails of track [v] 

DESPAIR ADEIPRS to lose all hope [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DESTAIN ADEINST to remove stain from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DETAILS ADEILST DETAIL, to report with complete particulars [v] 

DETAINS ADEINST DETAIN, to hold in custody [v] 

DETRAIN ADEINRT to get off railroad train [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISDAIN ADDIINS to scorn (to treat or regard with contempt) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISTAIN ADIINST to stain (to discolor or dirty) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOGTAIL ADGILOT type of grass [n -S] 

DOMAINE ADEIMNO vineyard in Burgundy [n -S] 

DOMAINS ADIMNOS DOMAIN, area of control [n] 

DONAIRS ADINORS DONAIR, sliced lamb rolled in pita bread [n] 

DRAINED ADDEINR DRAIN, to draw off liquid [v] 

DRAINER ADEINRR one that drains (to draw off liquid) [n -S] 

ECLAIRS ACEILRS ECLAIR, type of pastry (sweet baked food) [n] 

EMAILED ADEEILM EMAIL, to send message to by computer [v] 

ENCHAIN ACEHINN to bind with chains [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENGRAIL AEGILNR to ornament edge of with curved indentations [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENGRAIN AEGINNR to ingrain (to impress firmly on mind) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENTAILS AEILNST ENTAIL, to restrict inheritance of to specified line of heirs [v] 

ENTRAIN AEINNRT to board train [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EUCAINE ACEEINU anesthetic [n -S] 

EXCLAIM ACEILMX to cry out suddenly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EXPLAIN AEILNPX to make plain or understandable [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FAIENCE ACEEFIN variety of glazed pottery [n -S] 

FAILING AFGIILN minor fault or weakness [n -S] / FAIL, to be unsuccessful in attempt [v] 

FAILLES AEFILLS FAILLE, woven fabric [n] 

FAILURE AEFILRU act of failing (to be unsuccessful in attempt) [n -S] 

FAINEST AEFINST FAIN, glad (feeling pleasure) [adj] 

FAINTED ADEFINT FAINT, to lose consciousness [v] 

FAINTER AEFINRT FAINT, lacking strength or vigor [adj] / one that faints (to lose consciousness) [n -S] 

FAINTLY AFILNTY in faint (lacking strength or vigor) manner [adv] 

FAIREST AEFIRST FAIR, free from bias, dishonesty, or injustice [adj] 

FAIRIER AEFIIRR FAIRY, pertaining to or resembling fairy [adj] 

FAIRIES AEFIIRS FAIRY, imaginary supernatural being [n] 

FAIRING AFGIINR structure on aircraft serving to reduce drag [n -S] / FAIR, to make smooth [v] 

FAIRISH AFHIIRS moderately good [adj] 

FAIRWAY AAFIRWY mowed part of golf course between tee and green [n -S] 
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FAITHED ADEFHIT FAITH, to believe or trust [v] 

FAITOUR AFIORTU impostor (one that poses as another for deceptive purposes) [n -S] 

FANTAIL AAFILNT fan-shaped tail or end [n -S] 

FLAILED ADEFILL FLAIL, to swing freely [v] 

FOXTAIL AFILOTX tail of fox [n -S] 

FRAILER AEFILRR FRAIL, fragile (easily broken or damaged) [adj] 

FRAILLY AFILLRY FRAIL, fragile (easily broken or damaged) [adv] 

FRAILTY AFILRTY weakness of character [n -TIES] 

FRAISES AEFIRSS FRAISE, barrier of pointed stakes [n] 

FUNFAIR AFFINRU amusement park [n -S] 

FUSAINS AFINSSU FUSAIN, fine charcoal used in drawing [n] 

GAINERS AEGINRS GAINER, one that gains (to acquire (to come into possession of)) [n] 

GAINFUL AFGILNU profitable [adj] 

GAINING AGGIINN GAIN, to acquire (to come into possession of) [v] 

GAINSAY AAGINSY to deny (to declare to be untrue) [v -AID, -ING, -S] 

GAITERS AEGIRST GAITER, covering for lower leg [n] 

GAITING AGGIINT GAIT, to train horse to move in particular way [v] 

GLAIKET AEGIKLT glaikit (foolish (lacking good sense or judgment)) [adj] 

GLAIKIT AGIIKLT foolish (lacking good sense or judgment) [adj] 

GLAIRED ADEGILR GLAIR, to coat with egg white [v] / GLAIRE [v] 

GLAIRES AEGILRS GLAIRE, to glair (to coat with egg white) [v] 

GLAIVED ADEGILV GLAIVE, sword (weapon having long blade for cutting or thrusting) [adj] 

GLAIVES AEGILSV GLAIVE, sword (weapon having long blade for cutting or thrusting) [n] 

GRAINED ADEGINR GRAIN, to form into small particles [v] 

GRAINER AEGINRR one that grains (to form into small particles) [n -S] 

GUAIACS AACGISU GUAIAC, guaiacum (medicinal resin) [n] 

HAILERS AEHILRS HAILER, one that hails (to welcome (to greet cordially)) [n] 

HAILING AGHIILN HAIL, to welcome (to greet cordially) [v] 

HAIMISH AHHIIMS homey, unpretentious [adj] 

HAIRCAP AACHIPR hat [n -S] 

HAIRCUT ACHIRTU cutting of hair [n -S] 

HAIRDOS ADHIORS HAIRDO, style of wearing hair [n] 

HAIRIER AEHIIRR HAIRY, covered with hair [adj] 

HAIRILY AHIILRY in hairy (covered with hair) manner [adv] 

HAIRNET AEHINRT net worn to keep hair in place [n -S] 

HAIRPIN AHIINPR hair fastener [n -S] 

HETAIRA AAEHIRT hetaera (concubine) [n -I, -S] 

HOBNAIL ABHILNO to put hobnails (short nails with broad head) on shoe sole [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPAINT AIIMNPT to paint or depict [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPAIRS AIIMPRS IMPAIR, to make worse [v] 

INGRAIN AGIINNR to impress firmly on mind [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

JAILERS AEIJLRS JAILER, keeper of jail [n] 

JAILING AGIIJLN JAIL, to put in jail (place of confinement) [v] 

JAILORS AIJLORS JAILOR, jailer (keeper of jail) [n] 

JEZAILS AEIJLSZ JEZAIL, type of firearm (weapon from which shot is discharged by gunpowder) [n] 

KAINITE AEIIKNT mineral salt [n -S] 
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KAINITS AIIKNST KAINIT, kainite (mineral salt) [n] 

KAISERS AEIKRSS KAISER, emperor (ruler of empire) [n] 

KAIZENS AEIKNSZ KAIZEN, Japanese business practice of continuous improvement [n] 

KETAINE AEEIKNT being in poor taste [adj] 

KNAIDEL ADEIKLN type of dumpling (ball of dough cooked with stew or soup) [n -S, -DLACH] 

LAICISE ACEIILS to laicize (to free from clerical control) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

LAICISM ACIILMS political system free from clerical control [n -S] 

LAICIZE ACEIILZ to free from clerical control [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

LAIRAGE AAEGILR place where cattle are housed at markets [n -S] 

LAIRDLY ADILLRY LAIRD, owner of landed estate [adj] 

LAIRIER AEIILRR LAIRY, unpleasantly loud [adj] 

LAIRING AGIILNR LAIR, to live in lair (wild animal's resting or dwelling place) [v] 

LAITHLY AHILLTY LAITH, loath (unwilling (not willing (inclined or favorably disposed in mind))) [adv] 

LAITIES AEIILST LAITY, nonclerical membership of religious faith [n] 

LAOGAIS AAGILOS LAOGAI, system of forced-labor camps in China [n] 

LIAISED ADEIILS LIAISE, to establish liaison [v] 

LIAISES AEIILSS LIAISE, to establish liaison [v] 

LIAISON AIILNOS means for maintaining communication [n -S] 

LOBTAIL ABILLOT (of whale) to slap its tail against surface of water [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LUGSAIL AGILLSU type of sail [n -S] 

MAIDANS AADIMNS MAIDAN, open space in or near town [n] 

MAIDENS ADEIMNS MAIDEN, young unmarried woman [n] 

MAIDISH ADHIIMS MAID, maiden (young unmarried woman) [adj] 

MAIHEMS AEHIMMS MAIHEM, mayhem (offense of willfully maiming person) [n] 

MAILBAG AABGILM bag for carrying mail (postal material) [n -S] 

MAILBOX ABILMOX box for depositing mail [n -ES] 

MAILERS AEILMRS MAILER, one that mails (to send by governmental postal system) [n] 

MAILING AGIILMN rented farm [n -S] / MAIL, to send by governmental postal system [v] 

MAILLOT AILLMOT woman's one-piece bathing suit [n -S] 

MAILMAN AAILMMN man who carries and delivers mail [n -MEN] 

MAILMEN AEILMMN MAILMAN, man who carries and delivers mail [n] 

MAIMERS AEIMMRS MAIMER, one that maims (to injure so as to cause lasting damage) [n] 

MAIMING AGIIMMN MAIM, to injure so as to cause lasting damage [v] 

MAINTOP AIMNOPT platform at head of mainmast [n -S] 

MALAISE AAEILMS feeling of vague discomfort [n -S] 

MERMAID ADEIMMR legendary marine creature [n -S] 

MIDAIRS ADIIMRS MIDAIR, region in middle of air [n] 

MISAIMS AIIMMSS MISAIM, to aim badly [v] 

MISLAID ADIILMS MISLAY, MISLIE, to lie in wrong position [v] 

MISLAIN AIILMNS MISLIE, to lie in wrong position [v] 

MISSAID ADIIMSS MISSAY, to say (to utter (to give audible expression to)) incorrectly [v] 

MOHAIRS AHIMORS MOHAIR, long, silky hair of Angora goat [n] 

MORAINE AEIMNOR accumulation of debris deposited by glacier [n -S] 

MOSAICS ACIMOSS MOSAIC, to form into mosaic (type of inlaid surface decoration) [v] 

MURRAIN AIMNRRU disease of cattle [n -S] 

NAIADES AADEINS NAIAD, water nymph [n] 
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NAILERS AEILNRS NAILER, one that nails (to fasten with nail (slender piece of metal)) [n] 

NAILING AGIILNN NAIL, to fasten with nail (slender piece of metal) [v] 

NAILSET AEILNST steel rod for driving nail into something [n -S] 

NAIVELY AEILNVY NAIVE, lacking sophistication [adv] 

NAIVEST AEINSTV NAIVE, lacking sophistication [adj] 

NAIVETE AEEINTV quality of being naive (lacking sophistication) [n -S] 

NAIVETY AEINTVY naivete (quality of being naive (lacking sophistication)) [n -TIES] 

NAVAIDS AADINSV NAVAID, navigational device [n] 

NAYSAID AADINSY NAYSAY, to oppose or deny [v] 

NILGAIS AGIILNS NILGAI, large antelope [n] 

NILGHAI AGHIILN nilgai (large antelope) [n -S] 

NONPAID ADINNOP not paid (to give money or something of value in exchange for goods or services) [adj] 

NYLGHAI AGHILNY nilgai (large antelope) [n -S] 

OBTAINS ABINOST OBTAIN, to gain possession of [v] 

ORDAINS ADINORS ORDAIN, to invest with holy authority [v] 

OUABAIN AABINOU cardiac stimulant [n -S] 

OUTGAIN AGINOTU to gain more than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTLAID ADILOTU OUTLAY, OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v] 

OUTLAIN AILNOTU OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v] 

OUTSAID ADIOSTU OUTSAY, to surpass in saying [v] 

OUTSAIL AILOSTU to sail faster than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTWAIT AIOTTUW to exceed in patience [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OXTAILS AILOSTX OXTAIL, tail of ox [n] 

PAIKING AGIIKNP PAIK, to beat or strike [v] 

PAILFUL AFILLPU as much as pail can hold [n -S, -LSFUL] 

PAINFUL AFILNPU causing pain [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

PAINING AGIINNP PAIN, to cause pain (suffering or distress) [v] 

PAINTED ADEINPT PAINT, to make representation of with paints (coloring substances) [v] 

PAINTER AEINPRT one that paints (to make representation of with paints (coloring substances)) [n -S] 

PAIRING AGIINPR matching of two opponents in tournament [n -S] / PAIR, to arrange in sets of two [v] 

PAISANA AAAINPS female compatriot [n -S] 

PAISANO AAINOPS fellow countryman [n -S] 

PAISANS AAINPSS PAISAN, paisano (fellow countryman) [n] 

PAISLEY AEILPSY patterned wool fabric [n -S] 

PAPAINS AAINPPS PAPAIN, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

PARFAIT AAFIPRT frozen dessert [n -S] 

PERTAIN AEINPRT to have reference or relation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PETSAIS AEIPSST PETSAI, Chinese cabbage [n] 

PIGTAIL AGIILPT tight braid of hair [n -S] 

PINTAIL AIILNPT river duck [n -S] 

PLAICES ACEILPS PLAICE, European flatfish [n] 

PLAIDED ADDEILP PLAID, woolen scarf of checkered pattern [adj] 

PLAINED ADEILNP PLAIN, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

PLAINER AEILNPR PLAIN, evident (clear to vision or understanding) [adj] 

PLAINLY AILLNPY PLAIN, evident (clear to vision or understanding) [adv] 

PLAINTS AILNPST PLAINT, complaint [n] 
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PLAITED ADEILPT PLAIT, to braid (to weave together) [v] 

PLAITER AEILPRT one that plaits (to braid (to weave together)) [n -S] 

PRAIRIE AEIIPRR tract of grassland [n -RIES] 

PRAISED ADEIPRS PRAISE, to express approval or admiration of [v] 

PRAISER AEIPRRS one that praises (to express approval or admiration of) [n -S] 

PRAISES AEIPRSS PRAISE, to express approval or admiration of [v] 

PREPAID ADEIPPR PREPAY, to pay in advance [v] 

PREVAIL AEILPRV to triumph (to be victorious) [v  -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROSAIC ACIOPRS pertaining to prose [adj] 

PTOMAIN AIMNOPT ptomaine (compound produced by decomposition of protein) [n -S] 

QUAICHS ACHIQSU QUAICH, small drinking vessel [n] 

QUAIGHS AGHIQSU QUAIGH, quaich (small drinking vessel) [n] 

QUAILED ADEILQU QUAIL, to cower (to cringe (to shrink in fear)) [v] 

QUILLAI AIILLQU evergreen tree [n -S] 

RAGTAIL AAGILRT ragged, shabby [adj] 

RAIDERS ADEIRRS RAIDER, one that raids (to make sudden assault on) [n] 

RAIDING ADGIINR RAID, to make sudden assault on [v] 

RAILBED ABDEILR layer of stone or gravel on which railroad is laid [n -S] 

RAILBUS ABILRSU passenger car equipped for operation on rails [n -ES, -SSES] 

RAILCAR AACILRR railroad car [n -S] 

RAILERS AEILRRS RAILER, one that rails (to scold in abusive or insolent language) [n] 

RAILING AGIILNR fence-like barrier [n -S] / RAIL, to scold in abusive or insolent language [v] 

RAILMAN AAILMNR railroad employee [n -MEN] 

RAILMEN AEILMNR RAILMAN, railroad employee [n] 

RAILWAY AAILRWY railroad [n -S] 

RAIMENT AEIMNRT clothing (wearing apparel) [n -S] 

RAINBOW ABINORW arc of spectral colors formed in sky [n -S] 

RAINIER AEIINRR RAINY, marked by rain [adj] 

RAINILY AIILNRY in rainy (marked by rain) manner [adv] 

RAINING AGIINNR RAIN, to fall like rain (drops of water condensed from clouds) [v] 

RAINOUT AINORTU atomic fallout occurring in precipitation [n -S] 

RAISERS AEIRRSS RAISER, one that raises (to move to higher position) [n] 

RAISING AGIINRS elevation [n -S] / RAISE, to move to higher position [v] 

RAISINS AIINRSS RAISIN, dried grape [n] 

RAISINY AIINRSY RAISIN, dried grape [adj] 

RATTAIL AAILRTT marine fish [n -S] 

REAVAIL AAEILRV to avail again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REBAITS ABEIRST REBAIT, to bait again [v] 

RECLAIM ACEILMR to make suitable for cultivation or habitation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDBAIT ABDEIRT to denounce as Communist [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDTAIL ADEILRT type of hawk [n -S] 

REFRAIN AEFINRR to keep oneself back [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REGAINS AEGINRS REGAIN, to gain again [v] 

REMAILS AEILMRS REMAIL, to mail again [v] 

REMAINS AEIMNRS REMAIN, to continue in same state [v] 

RENAILS AEILNRS RENAIL, to nail again [v] 
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REPAINT AEINPRT to paint again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPAIRS AEIPRRS REPAIR, to restore to good condition [v] 

RERAISE AEEIRRS to raise again [v -D, -SING, -S] 

RESAILS AEILRSS RESAIL, to sail again [v] 

RETAILS AEILRST RETAIL, to sell in small quantities [v] 

RETAINS AEINRST RETAIN, to keep possession of [v] 

RETRAIN AEINRRT to train again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ROMAINE AEIMNOR variety of lettuce [n -S] 

SAILERS AEILRSS SAILER, vessel that sails [n] 

SAILING AGIILNS act of one that sails [n -S] / SAIL, to move across surface of water by action of wind [v] 

SAILORS AILORSS SAILOR, member of ship's crew [n] 

SAIMINS AIIMNSS SAIMIN, Hawaiian noodle soup [n] 

SAINING AGIINNS SAIN, to make sign of cross on [v] 

SAINTED ADEINST SAINT, to declare to be saint (person of exceptional holiness) [v] 

SAINTLY AILNSTY of or befitting saint [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SAIYIDS ADIISSY SAIYID, sayyid (lord; sir -- used as title of respect for Muslim dignitary) [n] 

SAMURAI AAIMRSU Japanese warrior [n -S] 

SCRAICH ACCHIRS to utter shrill cry [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCRAIGH ACGHIRS to scraich (to utter shrill cry) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SERAILS AEILRSS SERAIL, seraglio (harem (section of Muslim household reserved for women)) [n] 

SEXTAIN AEINSTX stanza of six lines [n -S] 

SHAIKHS AHHIKSS SHAIKH, sheik (Arab chief) [n] 

SHAIRDS ADHIRSS SHAIRD, shard (fragment of broken pottery) [n] 

SHAIRNS AHINRSS SHAIRN, sharn (cow dung) [n] 

SHAITAN AAHINST evil spirit [n -S] 

SHEHNAI AEHHINS double-reed wind instrument of India [n -S] 

SHENAIS AEHINSS SHENAI, shehnai (double-reed wind instrument of India) [n] 

SKYSAIL AIKLSSY type of sail [n -S] 

SLAINTE AEILNST used to toast one's health [interj] 

SNAILED ADEILNS SNAIL, to move slowly [v] 

SPRAINS AINPRSS SPRAIN, to weaken by sudden and violent twisting or wrenching [v] 

STAIDER ADEIRST STAID, sober and sedate [adj] 

STAIDLY ADILSTY STAID, sober and sedate [adv] 

STAINED ADEINST STAIN, to discolor or dirty [v] 

STAINER AEINRST one that stains (to discolor or dirty) [n -S] 

STAITHE AEHISTT wharf equipped for transferring coal from railroad cars into ships [n -S] 

STRAINS AINRSST STRAIN, to exert to utmost [v] 

STRAITS AIRSSTT STRAIT, narrow waterway connecting two larger bodies of water [n] 

SUSTAIN AINSSTU to maintain by providing with food and drink [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TAILERS AEILRST TAILER, one that secretly follows another [n] 

TAILFAN AAFILNT fanlike swimming organ at rear of some crustaceans [n -S] 

TAILFIN AFIILNT fin at posterior end of fish [n -S] 

TAILING AGIILNT part of projecting stone or brick that is inserted into wall [n -S] / TAIL, to provide with tail (hindmost part) [v] 

TAILLES AEILLST TAILLE, former French tax [n] 

TAILORS AILORST TAILOR, to fit with clothes [v] 

TAINTED ADEINTT TAINT, to touch or affect slightly with something bad [v] 
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TAIPANS AAINPST TAIPAN, venomous snake [n] 

TAXPAID AADIPTX paid for by taxes [adj] 

TENAILS AEILNST TENAIL, tenaille (outer defense) [n] 

TERRAIN AEINRRT tract of land [n -S] 

THAIRMS AHIMRST THAIRM, tharm (belly) [n] 

TOENAIL AEILNOT to fasten with obliquely driven nails [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TOPSAIL AILOPST sail of ship [n -S] 

TRAIKED ADEIKRT TRAIK, to trudge (to walk tiredly) [v] 

TRAILED ADEILRT TRAIL, to drag along surface [v] 

TRAILER AEILRRT to transport by means of trailer (vehicle drawn by another) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRAINED ADEINRT TRAIN, to instruct systematically [v] 

TRAINEE AEEINRT person receiving training [n -S] 

TRAINER AEINRRT one that trains (to instruct systematically) [n -S] 

TRAIPSE AEIPRST to walk about in idle or aimless manner [v -D, -SING, -S] 

TRAITOR AIORRTT one who betrays another [n -S] 

TRAVAIL AAILRTV to toil (to work strenuously) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRENAIL AEILNRT treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n -S] 

TRYSAIL AILRSTY type of sail [n -S] 

TUBAIST ABISTTU tuba player [n -S] 

UNAIDED ADDEINU not aided (to help (to give assistance to)) [adj] 

UNAIMED ADEIMNU not aimed (to direct toward specified object or goal) [adj] 

UNAIRED ADEINRU not aired (to expose to air (mixture of gases that surrounds earth)) [adj] 

UNBRAID ABDINRU to separate strands of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCHAIN ACHINNU to free by removing chain [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCHAIR ACHINRU to remove from chairmanship [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNFAITH AFHINTU lack of faith [n -S] 

UNHAIRS AHINRSU UNHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

UNNAILS AILNNSU UNNAIL, to remove nails from [v] 

UNPLAIT AILNPTU to undo plaits of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPBRAID ABDIPRU to reproach severely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPRAISE AEIPRSU to raise up [v -D, -SING, -S] 

UPSTAIR AIPRSTU pertaining to upper floor [adj] 

VAILING AGIILNV VAIL, to lower (to appear dark and threatening) [v] 

VAINEST AEINSTV VAIN, filled with undue admiration for oneself [adj] 

VENTAIL AEILNTV adjustable front of medieval helmet [n -S] 

VERVAIN AEINRVV flowering plant [n -S] 

VILLAIN AIILLNV cruelly malicious person [n -S] 

VIRELAI AEIILRV virelay (medieval French verse form) [n -S] 

VISAING AGIINSV VISA, to put official endorsement on, as passport [v] 

VITRAIN AIINRTV material in vitreous layers of banded bituminous coal [n -S] 

VOLTAIC ACILOTV VOLTAISM, electricity produced by chemical action [adj] 

WAGTAIL AAGILTW songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

WAIFING AFGIINW WAIF, to throw away [v] 

WAIFISH AFHIISW waiflike (resembling waif (homeless child)) [adj] 

WAILERS AEILRSW WAILER, one that wails (to utter long, mournful cry) [n] 

WAILFUL AFILLUW mournful (expressing grief or sorrow) [adj] 
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WAILING AGIILNW WAIL, to utter long, mournful cry [v] 

WAIRING AGIINRW WAIR, to spend (to pay out) [v] 

WAISTED ADEISTW WAIST, part of body between ribs and hips [adj] 

WAISTER AEIRSTW seaman stationed in middle section of ship [n -S] 

WAITERS AEIRSTW WAITER, to work as male server in restaurant [v] 

WAITING AGIINTW act of one who waits [n -S] / WAIT, to stay in expectation of [v] 

WAITRON AINORTW server in restaurant [n -S] 

WAIVERS AEIRSVW WAIVER, act of waiving something [n] 

WAIVING AGIINVW WAIVE, to give up intentionally [v] 

WASSAIL AAILSSW to drink to health of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WAYLAID AADILWY WAYLAY, to ambush (to attack from concealed place) [v] 

WRAITHS AHIRSTW WRAITH, ghost [n] 

ZAIDEHS ADEHISZ ZAIDEH, zeda (grandfather) [n] 

ZAIDIES ADEIISZ ZAIDY, zeda (grandfather) [n] 

ZAIKAIS AAIIKSZ ZAIKAI, business community of Japan [n] 

ZEBRAIC ABCEIRZ ZEBRA, African mammal that is related to horse [adj] 

ZENAIDA AADEINZ wild dove [n -S] 

 

Ends with -AI 

ASSAGAI AAAGISS to pierce with light spear [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ASSEGAI AAEGISS to assagai (to pierce with light spear) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHARPAI AACHIPR charpoy (bed used in India) [n -S] 

 


